Introduction. The development of systems involving hydrogen sustains a deep interest in the mechanisms of hydrogen embrittlement (HE) which remain to be clarified. A comprehensive literature about HE in highstrength steels under monotonic and cyclic loading is available. Two limit cases based on the ultimate tensile stress (UTS) could be identified. It was found that for UTS <900 MPa (e.g. JIS-SCM435) the fatigue crack growth (FCG) acceleration ratio was bounded at ~30 (1) . The quasi-cleavage (QC) failure was in this case attributed to hydrogen-induced successive crack growth (HISCG) model (1) . The related mechanism is cycle dependent. In contrast, for materials with a UTS around 1900 MPa (e.g. JIS-SUJ2), intergranular (IG) failure occurred and FCG acceleration ratio was unbounded (2) . The related mechanism is time dependent. The effect of hydrogen for steels with UTS around 1 GPa remains to be clarified. This paper presents the effects of hydrogen on the failure properties of 17-4PH H1150 martensitic stainless steels under monotonic and cyclic loading.
Sample preparation and testing conditions. The effect of hydrogen has been investigated using slow-strain-rate tensile (SSRT) and fatigue-life tests on non-charged and H-charged axisymetic specimens. The specimens were charged by exposure to 100 MPa hydrogen gas at 270°C for 200h. Based on diffusion calculation, this charging condition leads to a homogeneous hydrogen distribution through the specimen. For SSRT tests, smooth roundbar specimens with a diameter of 7.5 mm were tested at a displacement rate of 1 mm.min -1 . The fatigue-life tests were carried out in air on circumferentially-notched specimens with gross and net diameters of 12.8 mm and 6.4 mm, respectively. The stress concentration factor was 6.6 and the fatigue life was dominated by FCG. These tests were performed at a stress ratio (R) of -1 under test frequencies ranging from 10 -3 Hz up to 10 Hz.
Results and discussion. The SSRT tests showed no hydrogen effect on UTS. However, a strong reduction of area (RA) was observed. The relative reduction of area (RRA) was 0.31 in case of 100 MPa charged specimen which translates notable ductility loss and therefore the high sensitivity of this material to HE. The fractographic analysis of the specimens showed that the non-charged specimen presented a cup-and-cone failure whereas the H-charged specimen was covered with a mixture of QC and IG surfaces.
The fatigue life tests showed a significant degradation of the fatigue life by hydrogen but an unaffected fatigue limit (i.e. maximal stress leading to non-failed specimens at 10 7 cycles). These tests have also revealed that a high cycle regime and a low cycle regime could be distinguished in terms of fracture surface morphologies in presence of hydrogen. In the high cycle regime, the specimens failed by QC whereas in low cycle regime a mixture of QC and IG was observed. This fact suggested a different failure mechanism depending on the testing conditions. Fig. 1 presents the frequency dependence of the FCG acceleration rate. The dashed line represents the case of a FCG acceleration ratio bounded at 30 and is related to JIS-SCM 435 (1) . In the case of H1150 steel, the FCG acceleration rate appears to be bounded at a value higher than 30. Additionally, quantitative fractographic observation revealed a frequency dependent IG ratio. These facts suggested that the failure mechanism is the result of the two limit mechanisms mentioned in the introduction. The first one, cycle dependent, is the HISCG mechanism leading to QC failure, a bounded FCG acceleration ratio. The other elementary mechanism is assumed to be time dependent and leads to IG surfaces and an unbounded FCG acceleration ratio. This point was quantitatively verified and the experimental FCG acceleration ratio was successfully predicted using a FCG model which takes into account the elementary mechanisms, the frequency dependent IG ratio and the interaction between both mechanisms. Fig. 1 Bounded H-assisted FCG acceleration ratio given for four stress amplitudes.
